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CTIÄPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

O\¿ERVIE\ry

?his repor€ deteiÍs the research meÉårods anci findings for NCFåRP fÐÐA Frojeet 115:

ÐevelopwenÉ a{s Second-Generation Ðetectian-Cowtrai Systewtfor Safer tperøtion af Ífigh-Speed
Signalized frctersectians. This rep*rÊ consisÉs ofÉhree parts" ln the first parÊ, the urnderlying problem
of higår-speed sågnaÅized intersections is deseribed, aËong with the originaã ÐeteeÉio¡i-Control Systenr
design and ft¡ncÉio¡r. The second part describes the develcprnent of enhancements to tËre

Ðeteotion-Cor¡trol System's controi algorithm thaÊ inaprove the system's saf,ety ared operaticns. ?'he
third part describes Ëhe fieid depåoyment and Éesting eompleted in Fhase 2 of the project"

IITGH-SPEEÐ INTE,R.SECTTCINS AND TITE ÐEg'ECTICIN-CONTR.ÛL SYS"EIII

The original Ðetectåoc-Controi Systen: was designed specifically to prevent a parËicular
problem tirat ccc¡¡rs at high-speed signalized intersections. T'his sections describes the problern, the
original Detection-Control System design, oomponents, and operation, and the results of a field trial
at several intersections in Texas.

Ðrtver Behavion on SignalÍzed High-Speed Approaches

Drivers approaching a haffic signal at high speed must decide whether to proeeed or stop
when presented with a 5ællow indication. This decision is based on each driver's perception of
whether it is safe (or possibie) to stop prior to entering the intersection. This decision is illustratEd
in Figure tr-1.

Å driwr who is 'ÊC' fr'sr* the
¡niersectiorì usuaíty decides to stop.

Traffc
l-l()w

fryrË!
t¿-JJ

Å díiæ. ¡n betwæn "kf'and "close" rnust
imrÐedieteiy d€cid€ whst¡ìËÍ ¡t is safe to
proeesd or $trp.

FXGE-ïRE l.*å. ÐrËver deeåsio¡rs approæehËng an ånÉeurseetåort"

,4 driver in tl'¡e shaded ærea in Figarre 1-1 ¡s said ¿o be in the "iiìenamâ zûne*" where there is a raxlge
of,driver reaetioirs to the yellcw indieaËion" Sonte drivers will elect ta stop, wh!ie athers rvil! dEcid.e
to prcceed. This cs'eates a distri'nutior¡ of driver stopping probabilities. Figure t-2 illusËrates rhe
tendencies for a single driver and fcr all cf the drivers sri Ê,n apprûach. .4n,v given driver wii! be

;s
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decisive about whether to stop or proceed, as is indicated in Figure I -2a. Fåowever, the aggregate

deoisions rnade by all drivers creates a distribution of stopping decisions, and this is coneeptually
shown in Figure i-2b.

Frobability of
Stopping

I.U

kobabilfu of
Stopping

1.0

TrawËTme
Fom $top Line

FIGI"ïRE l-2" Ðriver reaefio*s approaching æn interse€Éion.

0.*

i-2

a) Índiiridual Ðriç¡"s Ðecision ai Start of Yeliow

b),Aggregate Ðriwr Decisions at Start of Yeltow
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lf there is oniy one vÊhicle on a high-speed approac.ir, tlren tårere are no ca¡if1icts. Howevetr,

there oan be a problerm åf twc vehicËes are in the sa¡'ne !ane. trn ÊÞris case, ifltkre driver nearest to tËie

intersection decides to stop while the driver farther from tire intersection decides to prcceed, a rear-

end coålision catr resuit. R.ear-snd colÊisions arc $$e of the tw'o pråncipal crash types that have beert

identified attrrigtr-speed intcnsectiCIns {l}. The åikei.ihood of a rear-end collisio¡t oocurring ånoreases

when b*th vehicles are í¡t the "dilemma ztrie."

The other major safety pnoblern a€ higk-speed inÊersectio¡rs involvss right-angle collisions,
whieh oan be very scver€. Tircsa erashes can ocour when a drivEr decides tc proceed, but does noÊ

realize that Êhe yeåicw Éirne is å¡lsufficienË to reach Ëhe inÊerseotion beforc Êhe sÊart of red, Tåris

eÍriver beco¡nes a red-light vioåator and oouid poeentially cause a serious cras!¡. Trucks are less able
tc stop tiran passenger vehicles, and tfeeir drivers nzay be lEss inclåned to stop fon otFrer reaso¡trs, st
trucks rway play a significant role in crashes at high-speed intersections. Again, the liicelihood of
this type of crash inereases whe¡r a driver is in tLre "dilsmma zone"" Obviously, if the signal phase

oould be rnaintained in green wl¡iìe vehleles are in thc dilem$?a ztfie, then safer operation should
result.

Parsonson (?) refrned tlee "dilemma zoÍre" as being azolrre on a high speed approach between
where 90 percent of drivers decide to stop and where lû percent of drivers decide to stop when
presented with a yellow indication. This definiÊlo¡r *'as further interpreted to mean the outside edge

of the dilernrna zone was appraximateiy 5 s fronß the intsrseotion, and the inside edge of the dilemma
zone was approximately 2 s form the interseeÉion. The 5 s to 2 s range has been *'idely cited in the
literature. Other resEarchers have found that stopping decisions, and therefore the dilemrna zone,
actually vary with approach speed (3, 4, 5). Bonneson suggested that 5.5 s to 2.5 s was a worthwhile
compromise due to the changes in behavior with speed (/), Once the dilemma zone has been

established, detection car¡ be pïaced in the zone to deter¡¡rine when a vehicle is present in the
diler¡lr¡:,a zone and make sure the phase remains green.

F{owever, this definition creates a problem, narnely, that it is based on time, not dista¡rce.
A vehicåe 5.5 s from the åntersestion ca¡r be at very different distences depending on its speed.
Figure tr-3 illusÉrates tåre difference between the dilem¡rna zorre sizes for vel¡ieles traveling 45 ntptl
and 7t mph. If a 7û nrph vekisle is iocated at A a¡rd a 45 mph vehicle is located at E, the¡l Éhe phase

sl¡ould be aåicwed to erid, beear¡se neither veåticle is in Êhe diåeffifi?a zone. Current deteetåon
schernes essentially dc noÊ aålow for this to ocçi¡r. Figure 3-4 shows ÊÊ¡e sanre two vehieles with a
muitiple åaop detecÊor svsÊern, w'irich is a {'pica} dilcrruna zone proteeÊion teehnlque for high-speed
approaohes. T[re deÉectors are piaced so thaÊ a vehËcle tnaveling witårin a certain rããge of speeds
receives dilemr¡ra zcne protection. The patential shortccn:li¡rgs af tlris fype of detection system are
readily appat"ent. The 7S *rp?r veiricle arrives i* the dilemma zûne before it reaclies the flrrst detector,
so the signal ccnÊrc¡åler does noË knorv æ vei¡icle is evem presene. ?lie 45 mph veÌiicle cioes *ot reach
the diåemm& uone unti! it rEacires the third cÍetector, extending the gree* when it did *o¿ need
dilernma zone protection" The design also requires a large gap in trafflrc to aliow ttre phase to end.
If this gæp is not found, the pltase extends until it reaches å¿s maxirnum allawable tirne {"n:lax out"}.

¡-4
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At max out, di!emn:&zÐfie protection ce&s€s, aËld the phase ends irnrnediately, which ceuses the

situation thet Éhc diåe$rffia zone protecËion was tryi*g to prevenÊ.

-,$-

FIGURE 1-3. Ililernma zones for dËffer"ent vehieEe speeds.

üþnne Zone for 70 nph Vehicle

Ðiþnwe Zone for 45 rçh Vehicþ

lúl;ltiple advance deteetors fci dilen¡m zcne proteclion
(Çan not protect dilenrre zones for elt speeds)

FIGURE 1-4" Multiple [oop dËlermrma zone prCItection compared to dËËemmE zoß€s.

?!re pe'oblerns presented by the detection design shown in Figune l-4 ltave been historicatrly
resista¡rt Éo scl¡,¡tions. ,{dding more detectors tc protecË a iarger speed range results in Êarger gaps
being required, whicl* inereases the Bikelihood ci rnax out as volurnes inerease, f,or exanaple.
.4.dditio¡tælly, if the speeds oharege subsla$tially on the approach, either by cliangcs in driver
behavion over tin¡e or new speed iin'rits, the detectir¡r lnêy be in the wrûng grlace fcr the nelv speeds"
Relocating the eJetection is expensive, and stcp-gap soluticns such as ad.lusÊing ttae detect*r
exÉeslsio¡r tirnes do not ¡recessarily improve the sit¡¡aticÊ.

A more flexible solution r"'ouid be Ëo taiior tåre dilernr¡'r* zone to each vehicle's speed. This
requires each vehiolc's speed to be measured before it gets Ëo the intersecÊion, and thon tårat vehicle's
tirneinthedilernm&.zo{ten:usÊbeestimated,a*dÉårephase heidgreer:duringthistime. Figurei-5

¡-4

üileilzre Zone for 70 rçh Vehicle
(trs f#?57 ír)

fIþrm1a Zone fsr 45 nph Vehicle
(3G3 f'l165 fr)
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shows trow this technique would $/ork crfilpêred to Figure i-4. Some allowance wtuld have to be

n¡ade for changes in vetricle speeds æ lrleasÈårernent errors, so the "pnoÊection ztne" wo¡¡ld have to
be larger tlran the actuaå dilernrna zone" F{owever, the concept's vaåue is apparent: each vehicle
receives Éhe procection it r¡eeds on t!¡e approach, and no more, preventing the wasted tiræe isr thc
multipåe advancç deteotor sysÊrfil" ,4[so, becat'tse each veåeicie's speed is r¡leasured directly, tËee

syst€fiï wouåd work even if Élae approach speeci oåranges drar*atiça|ly, fbr whatever reason.

F'IGURE 1-5. A rnore desirable, vehicEe-based dilemnna zone protection sol¡¡tion.

Deteetion-Control System

Figure l-5 illustrates tire basic concept beliind Texas Transportation Institute's
Ðetection-Control System, or D-CS; each vehicle's speed is measr¡red upstream of the intersection,
that vehicle's trave! tirne to the interseotion is esÊimated, and tËren the tirne thaÊ vehicle is in the
dilercrna zone is estimated. (/) The phase is then trreid green wirile vehiçles are i* the diåe¡nma zone.

Figure l-6 presents the deteetioer design for Ð-CS. The deteetion consists af a pair of
deteetor [oops in each through travei lane loeated betwee* 8ûü and t 0Sû feet fro¡n the stop line on
each high-speed approach. Tiris design alåows f,or a travel time of approximately 1CI s for veËrie ies
traveling 7û rnph, and !-5 s for veÏ¡icåes traveling 45 mph.

1 000 ít
ÐÊtectof Tîap

*lenræ Zo¡re fo¿'70 n"Oh Vehicie

-&

ËIlen*e Zone for 45 rçh Vehicie

Clþ¡'rne Zone for 45 npl'r
Þsirabþ ftotection Zor¡es

{specifb to each vehicle}

Stop line eietectors
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FIGURE 1-6" De$eetiom-ComtroE SysÉern defectüort design.

The trap conflrguratlore ofthe detectors allows for convenie$É tneåsurement of vehiele speed.
TËre deteotor "otn" and "of,fl'på¡lsçs are È¡sed to deterraine the speed afleach veiricle that crosses Êhe

Énap in eaah Ëane. The trap Êypically has a 2û ft spacing between detectors, so ic is unlikely that frn'c
vehicles wil! oocupy the samç Êrap at the sarne êinee. In addigion, the detector occuparÌcy (i.e., its
n'om" tin"te) ca¡l be used with the speed meæsl¡FernenÉ to deterfi?ine eae[: vehicåe's leelgth. As stated
earåíer, trucks may be a significant safety probÍerc eÊ high-speed interseoËions, sû tire ahility to
separate passengçr vehieles froræ rtru¿eks oouåd alåow for speeåal treaÉrnent of each c]sss of,vchicle.

Cerrently, Ð-CS consists of its detection design, shown in Fig'ure t-6, and its i¡r-oabinet
csmponenÉs. Figure 3-7 illustrates thc inforrnatiosl flows Éhroug¡i Þ-CS and its equipr*ent. The
detector activity is seEet to a personal ccmputer in the cabinet running *!e Ð-CS oofitrrl aågorithr,:
and used tû sneasure Êhe speed, length, and arrival time of eaeh vehicle" Any vehicle with a iength
over 25 ft is assu¡¡red to be a'otruck"" The h'avel time to Éhe stop line is then estimated based o¡r the
arrival tin'¡e and vehicle speed, and the time when each veFriole is in Êhe dilemma zone is predicted"
The computer maintains all of the estimates of dilemma zone arrivals, and it decides *'hen to end
a green phase. Tåre cornputer cornn'¡unicatcs with the signal controåler using the phase hoid and ring
force-off inputs only. lVhen the Ð-CS controlled phase turns green, a phase hold signal is sent from
the computer to the controller, maintaining that phase green regardless of other conditions. D-CS
evaåuates Êhe diiernma zon€ conditions on eash approach every û.5 s throughout the green phase"
l\rhen Ð-CS deterrnines that it is time to end the phase, the cornputer drops the phase hold andlssues
a ring force-offto ensure that the phase ends immediately.

VehÈcle Ðotection Syetem
ë
cT

ea
C:

(Ê

æ
----7 

-
Vehicle Detection

---- 
-=-'*---"ì16"þ fdll ¡
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FIGURE 1-7. D-CS components and information flows

While the previous paragraph describes the basic operation of D-CS, it does not include some

subtleties that were included to enhance its operations. One of the critical components is the size

of the protection zone. D-CS uses Bonneson's dilemma zone values (5.5 s to 2.5 s), with an

additional 0.5 s added to each end in recognition of vehicle speed changes and the potential for

speed measurement errors, so the D-CS protection zone is 6.0 s to 2.0 s for each vehicle. While it
ensures that drivers receive adequate dilemma zone protection, the effective gap between two

vehicles traveling the same speed is 4 s, which is fairly large. The large gap will tend to cause max

out, which creates dilemma zone problems. To avoid max out, the allowable dilemma zone

conditions are changed after about 70 percent of the maximum green time has elapsed, so that up

to a single passenger car per lane may be in the protection zone aT the start of yellow. Having a

single vehicle in the protection zone in each lane effectively prevents rear-end collisions. Also,

trucks are not allowed to be in the protection zone at all, which reduces truck stopping, red-light
violations, and collisions. This changed protection zone rule is called Stage 2 operation.

Stage 2 operation may cause many vehicles to be in the protection zone at the start of yellow.

To try to minimize this number, D-CS uses it's upstream detection location to its advantage.

Between the time when a vehicle leaves the detector trap and when it arrives in the protection zone,

several seconds elapse. This time can be used to "look ahead" into the future, so D-CS can see a few
additional seconds into the future and can determine if there will be a time when there will be fewer
vehicles in the dilemma zone. If so, D-CS will delay the end of the phade until that time. If not,

D-CS will end the phase immediately.

The phase end decisions made by D-CS are important to understanding how the system

workso and so they are summarized again here for clarity. During the first part of the phase (Stage

1 operation), D-CS will allow the phase to end if and only if all of the protection zones in all of the

lanes have no vehicles in them. After 70 percent of the maximum green time has elapsed (Stage 2),

D-CS will allow the phase to end if:

. There is either none or one passenger car in the protection zone per lane, and

. There are no trucks in the protection zone in any lane, and

. There is not a time in the next few seconds when there will be fewer vehicles in the
protection zone.

When all of the maximum green time has elapsed, D-CS will end the phase as soon as possible, just
like a traffìc signal controller would. This situation is hopefully avoided by the use of Stage 2,but
there may still be situations where the D-CS phase must be terminated to serve other traffic.

Field Implementation and Results

t-7
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D-CS has been implemented at eight intersections in Texas and three in Ontario, Canada.
Seven of these intersections in Texas are currently in operation (one was removed due to
construction). The three intersections in Ontario are in operation, and the Ministry of Transportation
intends to install more in the near future. Also, the original D-CS algorithm has been incorporated
into a traffic signal controller by Naztec, Inc., and at least one field trial will begin within the next
year.

A multi-year field assessment of D-CS operation in Texas was also undertaken to determine
the effectiveness of the installations (O. The results of this assessment indicated that:

D-CS effectively maintained the existing operation of the intersection
Red-light violations were decreased by an average of 58 percent for all vehicles
Red-light violations by trucks (i.e., vehicles longer than25 ft) decreased by an average of
80 percent.
Overall intersection collisions were reduced by about 39 percent.

All of the violation and collision reductions were statistically significant at a 95 percent confidence
level. The conclusion from the field assessment was that D-CS was a safe and effective means of
controlling an isolated, high-speed intersection.

POSSIBLE EXTENSIONS TO D-CS

D-CS was originally envisioned to be used only at isolated (i.e., non-coordinated) signalized
intersections with high-speed approaches and a major-minor configuration (i.e., the side street
drivers would have as expectation of stopping). However, the control algorithm was designed to
allow for potential future modifications. Also, the features of D-CS provide some potential
enhancements with relatively little additional effort.

For example, the ability to distinguish between vehicle types based on vehicle length could
be exploited for more purposes than just the Stage 2 operation cited eatlier. Theoretically, if the
driver stopping characteristics for each vehicle type were known, then a separate protection zone
could be provided for each type of vehicle, further enhancing safety and improving effìciency.

There is no theoretical reason why D-CS detection can not be used on all intersection
approaches (i.e., a major-major confrguration). The D-CS control algorithm was designed so it
could theoretically control four phases, although its current form only controls two. The only limits
would be the cost of detector installation, the need for more serial inputs to the computer for more
detection, and the processing capabilities of the computer itself.

Many cities have high-speed signalized intersections that have some form of coordination
even though these signals may be a considerable distance apart. D-CS can not operate at these
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locations at this time. However, a series of research about red-light violations have indicated that

poor coordination and "illogical" phase ends (from the driver's point of view) contribute to red-light

violations and collisions (7, 8). Using D-CS to safely end green phases between platoons within the

structure of existing coordination systems may be beneficial to safety.

Stage 2 operation, as currently defrned, may or may not be the safest approach to preventing

max out. Instead, it may be preferable to reduce the size of the protection zone. This concept would

obviously require additional investigation before it would be attempted.

The presence of a computing device external to the controller provides possibilities for
frnding real-time measures of signal performance that would otherwise not be available. For

example, the phase duration of D-CS controller phases and the cycle length could be stored. Also,
D-CS is measuring the speed and length of every arriving vehicle on the high-speed approaches, so

an accurate volume count and average speed measurement is possible for each lane of each

approach. This is much more detailed information than is commonly available.
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CHAPTER 2. ENHANCEMENTS TO THE D-CS CONTROL ALGORITHM

Five potential enhancements to D-CS, as described in the previous section, are:

Dilemma zone protection based on vehicle size,
System extension to include major-major intersections and interchanges,
Intelligent, real-time dilemma zone protection changes to improve operations,
Distributed coordination capabilities, and
Real-time reporting of measures of effectiveness.

These enhancements have been investigated. Two were found to be impractical within the scope
of this project. The other three were possible with reasonable effort and were incorporated into the
D-CS control algorithm. The following sections describe the efforts for each of the five
enhancements, either in their implementation or the reason for their deferral until a later research
effort.

SIMULATION TESTING

All of the investigations described in the following sections were performed in Texas
Transportation Institute's Cabinet-in-the-Loopenvironment, with atraffic simulation operatingwith
an actual signal controller cabinet containing the D-CS equipment and computer. The simulation's
detector inputs to the controller cabinet replace the actual detector calls at a real-world intersection.
The cabinet's red, yellow, and green phase outputs are fed into the simulation software, which
affects the arriving traffic stream. In this way, randomizedtraffic flows can be created to test actual
field hardware and software without requiring an actual intersection, allowing debugging to occur
without hazard to the general public.

DILEMMA ZONE PROTECTION BASED ON VEHICLE SIZE

Trucks and passenger cars have considerably different braking capabilities, especially as
speeds increase. Because trucks typically take much more distance (and time) to stop than a
passenger car, and also more time to accelerate back to their original travel speeds, truck drivers may
be understandably reluctant to stop their vehicles. This reluctance can lead to red-light violations,
right-angle collisions with cross traffic as a result of a red-light violation, and rear-end collisions
with passenger cars whose drivers can (and do) safely stop in a distance that a truck can not.

Unfortunately, there was no available literature about truck driver behavior at the start of
yellow. Apparently, a study of trucks alone has not been performed. Therefore, another estimator
of truck stopping was necessary. There were two estimators available as part of D-CS and the
simulation environment: number of trucks in the protection/dilemm a, zone at the start of yellow, and
the number of trucks stopping during the simulation. However, the number of trucks stopping
includes trucks that stop for reasons other than the start of yellow, so it was not chosen. Instead, the
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number of trucks in the dilemma zone was used to assess different protection zones for trucks and
passenger cars.

Intuitively, if trucks take more time to stop, then any changes to the protection zone should
include an increase in the upstream end of the protection zone (i.e., away from the intersection). If
a 3 s dilemmazone is maintained, then the downstream end should also shift. However, ifthe truck
protection zone's downstream end is moved farther from the intersection, there is a chance of
conflicts with passenger cars traveling the same speed. Therefore, only the upstream end of the
protection zone was modified for trucks.

Because only the upstream end of the protection zone was altered for trucks, there would
likely be some detrimental effect on intersection operations as a whole due to the extra time used
to protect trucks. Overall intersection control delay would become an important component to the
assessment of effectiveness of this enhancement. Also, the increased time would increase the
likelihood of max out, so the cost of increasing the phase time would have to be weighed against an
increased number of vehicles caught in the dilemma zone due to max out.

Identical simulations were made of a series of different volume levels, truck percentages, and
approach speeds within the simulator for each of several protection zone sizes for trucks. These
zone sizes are shown in Table 2-1. For each case, the D-CS control algorithm was modiflred so that
it would provide the normal 6 s to 2 s protection zone to passenger cars and the zone size shown in
Table 2-l for trucks. Case 2a was run after the initial cases to confirm a trend observed in the initial
runs. Case 4beganthe protection zone immediately after a truck was identified, extending the phase
for the entire time a truck was on the approach between the D-CS detectors and the intersection,

Theoretically, there should be no trucks in the dilemma zone for any of the alternative
shown. In practice, there is a time lag between the simulation and controller outputs that can create
some dilemma zone vehicles that would not be present in the freld. Also, the cabinet-in-the-loop
computer makes occasional effors that affect the speed of vehicles as seen by D-CS. D-CS then
predicts those vehicles to be in the wrong place. This also affects the number of vehicles in the
dilemmazone, especiallytrucks. A comparison ofcabinet-in-the-loop results and field observations
for the same conditions indicate that D-CS is operating as intended, even though Table 2-l may
indicate otherwise.
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of Different Truck Protection ZonesABLE 2- Com ro

Case Protection Z¿ne Control
Delay
(s/veh)

Average
Cycle

Length
(s)

Number of Vehicles
in Dilemma Zone

Number of Dilemma
Zone Vehicles Due to

Max Out

Upstream Downstream Pass.

Cars
Trucks Pass.

Cars
Trucks

6s 2s ts.2 72.1 47 6 I 0

2 7s 2s 15.3 72.0 35 t 9 I

2a 7.5 s ¿s 15.2 73.4 32 2 2 0

3 8s 2s 15.3 73.1 44 2 l0 I

4 (loops) 2s 18.9 82.8 76 t3 70 l3

Case 2 provided slightly better protection for trucks than Case I (the existing D-CS design). Case

3 and Case 2 are comparable, with Case 2 being slightly better. Case 4 created many max out
situations and was not a good solution. Note that the increased protection zone for trucks also seems

to reduce the number of cars in the dilemma zone as well as the number of trucks for Cases 2 and

3, probably because the phase is being held slightly longer and the cars are receiving a "free"
benefit.

Because Cases 2 and 3 were similar, Case2a was created to determine if there was an

optimum value between Cases 2 and 3. D-CS operates in 0.5 s intervals, so further fine-tuning of
the protection zone would not produce meaningful results. The results of Case 2a were very similar
to Case 2 and to Case 3, and indicated that the difference between 7 s and I s was probably small.
The large difference in the number of dilemma zone vehicles due to max out was difficult to explain.
Further simulation runs were performed to attempt to isolate the differences, and these are presented

in Table 2-2. Three simulation runs were made for each case at each of five different truck
percentages and two different volume levels, for a total of 300 simulations. The results of these

additional simulations supported the original findings in Table 2-1.
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TABLF,2-2 Summary of Additional Simulations of Alternative Truck Dilemma Z,on

Notes: 1- Control delay is average for all intersection movements.
2- Considers through vehicles on D-CS controlled phases only
3- Includes passenger cars and trucks for D-CS controlled phases
4- Trucks only, per 1000 entering vehicles (passenger cars and trucks)

The number of trucks in the dilemma zone per 1000 vehicles entering the intersection on a
D-CS controlled approach is shown graphically in Figure 2- L There is an obvious minimum in the
number of trucks in the dilemma zone when the upstream end ofthe protection zone is increased by
1.5 s. Field observations of D-CS during the field implementation also indicated that a longer
protection zone will also stop fewer trucks. Therefore, the 7.5 s upstream protection zone limit in
Case 2a was chosen for use as a system extension for additional truck protection.

umma nal ¡irmulatrons ruck lrrlemma zones

Case Increase in
Upstream
Dilemma
Zone End

Intersection
Control
Delay

(s/veh) t

Average
Cycle

Length (s)

Fraction ofThrough
Vehicles Stopping 2

Vehicles in Dilemma
Znne per 1000

Entering Vehicles

All Trucks All3 Trucks {

0s t4.3 67.5 0.44 0.45 4.33 0.79

2 1s 14.3 68.9 0.43 0.44 4.75 0.71

2a 1.5 s t4.3 68.4 0.43 0.44 4.42 0.42

J 2s t4.3 69.5 0.42 0.41 3.92 0.58

4 3.1 s 15.8 80.9 0.39 0.36 9.67 2.2t
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FIGURE 2-1 Number of Trucks in the Dilemma Zoneper 1000 Entering Vehicles.

SYSTEM EXTENSION TO INCLUDE MAJOR.MAJOR INTERSECTIONS ANI)
TNTERCHANGES

Many isolated, high-speed signalized intersections feature two high-speed arterials
intersecting. It can be assumed that the drivers on both roadways would not expect to be stopped,
so a traffic signal may be doubly dangerous. This situation is also fairly common on the outskirts
of cities. Therefore, using D-CS at a major-major intersection would be useful. In addition, D-CS
may have some benefits at service interchanges, where the "minor" roadway is itself a high-speed
route. Both possibilities would also increase the number of intersections where D-CS could be

employed.

Upon further investigation, however, this enhancement was not found to be practical within
the scope and budget of the project. A piece of control software for the cabinet-in-the-loop facility
was specifically written for the major-minor configuration. It would need to be rewritten for a

major-major intersection. The rewritten software would also tax the capabilities of the machine it
is resident on. Due to a software limitation of the simulation itselt another machine could not be
readily substituted. In addition, a second detector rack would be required in the cabinet for the
additional travel lanes, another special bus interface unit would be needed for the second detector
rack, an additional data acquisition card would be required in the cabinet-in-the-loop computer, the
D-CS algorithm would need to be modifìed to accept inputs from five serial ports (as opposed to
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four currently), and the D-CS control computer would need to be modified to provide the extra serial
port for communications. There was not time or money to complete these tasks.

The use of D-CS at an interchange was complicated by the special phase sequences

commonly used at interchanges. D-CS could not function effectively at any four phase diamond
interchange due to the phase sequence. Also, D-CS would not effective at any interchange where
two separate controllers were used (due to very wide spacing of the ramp terminals), or at three-level
diamonds. These factors greatly restrict the use of D-CS at interchanges. Also, the cabinet-in-the-
loop facility would require other extensive modifications, making this part of the enhancement
infeasible as well.

Therefore, it was decided to postpone modifications to D-CS for use at a major-major
intersection or interchange until a later time.

INTELLIGENT, REAL-TIME DILEMMA ZONE PROTECTION CHANGES TO
IMPROVE OPERATIONS

D-CS has historically used a two-stage process to avoid max out. This process involved
changing the rules for dilemma zone protection partway through the green phase. For the first 70
percent of the green time, the protection zones in all lanes, on both approaches, were required to be
empty. For the remaining 30 percent of the phase, the protection zones could have at most one
passenger car per lane and the phase could still end. D-CS would then look a few seconds into the
future to determine if a future time will have smaller total number of vehicles in the protection zone,
and if so, to wait for that time before ending the phase. Otherwise, D-CS would end the phase
immediately.

ln spite of its obvious success in the field (d), this technique does have three drawbacks.
First, the drivers caught in the protection zone are presented with a reasonably clear-cut altemative
and will still have to decide to proceed or stop. Second, the protection zone extends outward to
6.0 s, while most yellow times are shorter than 6.0 s. If a driver 5.9 s away from the intersection
decides to proceed (for whatever reason), there would not be enough yellow time to allow him or
her to safely reach the intersection before the yellow ended. That driver would likely become a red-
light violator; even a "panic stop" would probably not prevent him or her from entering the
intersection on red. Third, its maximum effectiveness depends on the amount of "look ahead" time
is available, which is in tum dependant on the exact trap placement and maximum speed on the
approach.

It would be advantageous to have a procedure that worked more like the Stage I rules (i.e.,
protection zones always clear), which could avoid these three issues. Instead of changing the
number of vehicles allowed to be in the protection zone at the start of yellow, the number of vehicles
would remain constant at zero. The size of the protection zone would be altered instead.
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Another look at driver stopping behavior was required. Several references were consulted,
but only one (Bonneson) had a theoretical model for the probability of stopping at the start of yellow
(3). This model was developed based on observations of drivers at signalized intersections in
Nebraska. The model is:

P(stop) -
1 * Us.2e+0.0629 

v -2.2sr

where:
P(stop): probability of stopping;
V : speed at the start of yellow (ftls); and
T = vehicle's travel time to reach the stop line/intersection (s).

Z is based on both the vehicle's speed and its distance from the intersection. A plot of the
probability of stopping for three common speeds at rural signalized intersections is shown in
Figure 2-2. The solid vertical lines indicate the existing protection zone for passenger vehicles. For
high-speed vehicles, the downstream end of the protection zone appears to be underutilized. Very
few vehicles actually decide to stop between 2 s and 3 s from the stop line. Observation during the
D-CS fieldtrials generally supportsthatconclusion, although specific measurements were nottaken.
Therefore, it appears to be reasonable to reduce the protection zone by at least I s on the downstream
end.

However, a I s reduction does not alter the fundamentalproblem. Instead of a 4 s gap to end
the phase, D-CS would require a 3 s gap. In high-volume conditions, a 3 s gap is almost as diffïcult
to find as a 4 s gap. Moreover, the effective gap for the original Stage 2 operation was theoretically
2 s, and actually 2.5 s due to rounding within the algorithm. An additional reduction in the size of
the protection zone would be necessary to at least match the performance of the original system.

An examination of Figure2-2 indicates that moving the upstream end of the protection zone
from 6 s to 5.5 s would likely not be advantageous from a driver stopping perspective, especially
at higher speeds. In addition, there could be issues with the available yellow time. The acceptable
yellow times in the Monual on Uniform Trffic Control Devices has a maximum suggested value
of 6.0 s (9). However, during the D-CS fïeld trials, yellow times as low as 4.0 s were observed on
high-speed approaches where values of up to 6.0 s would be more appropriate. Considering that the
yellow times might or might not be adequate on a particular approach, reducing the upstream end
of the protection zone appears to be an unsafe alternative. Moreover, the variable protection zones
for trucks would be affected differently and would complicate the problem. Therefore, reductions
to the upstream end of the protection zone were not considered further.
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Driver stopping distributions for three common speeds at high-speed

An additional reduction of the protection zone size, to 3.5 s downstream, is shown as the
dashed vertical line in Figure 2-2. For vehicle speeds above 55 mph, complete dilemma zone
protection would still be provided. For a 45 mph vehicle, the probability of stopping at 3.5 s is about
17 percent, or about I in 6 vehicles would make that choice. Initially, that appeared to be a large
number. However, a vehicle 3.5 s from the stop line would have to have the entire dilemma zone
clear behind it for the phase to end, so the chances of a rear-end collision are minimal. The high-
speed approaches observed during the D-CS field trial has yellow times of at least 4.0 s, so there is
sufficient yellow time for vehicles to reach the intersection if they do not stop.

An additional protection zone reduction to 4.0 s was contemplated to provide improved
operation. However, at 4 s, the stopping percentages were approximately l0 percent at 65 mph, 20
percent at 55 mph, and 39 percent at 45 mph. These percentages were deemed excessive at the
lower speeds, so this reduction was not considered further.

The final protection zones are shown in Table 2-3. The downstream protection zone limit
was adjusted for trucks as well as passenger cars to help reduce the impact of the extended
protection zone for the trucks.
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TABLE 2-3 Modified Sta 2 Protection Zones

After the new protection zones were selected, the algorithm was modified to incorporate
them. In the process, it became apparent that the "look ahead" feature of the original D-CS
algorithm was no longer needed in the modified algorithm. The decision to end the phase in the
"second generation" algorithm was either "now" or "not now," and ifthe decision was to end "now,"
then it was the best possible condition to end the phase (i.e., all protection zones empty). There was
no need to "look ahead" to find a better time to end the phase. The removal of this logic simplified
the decision process of the algorithm.

The configuration shown in Table 2-3 was simulated using the cabinet-in-the-loop facility
and compared to a set of simulations made using the original D-CS algorithm. Each simulation run
was 20 hours long and used identical input files, and all of the D-CS and controller settings used
were the same between the two runs. The yellow time used was 4.0 s. The only difference was the
algorithm version used. The results are shown in Table 2-4. The dilemmazone used forcomparison
was the originally defrned dilemma zone for D-CS, 5.5 s to 2.5 s.

TABLE 2-4 Simulation Res

The results in Table 2-4indicatethatthe enhanced version of D-CS reduced the total number
of vehicles in the dilemma zone. This was likely due to the modification to Stage 2 operation.
Naturally, the number of vehicles between 2.5 s and 3.5 s in the dilemmazone increased because
this area is not always protected in the enhanced algorithm. The preceding discussion indicated that
these vehicles are not a serious collision risk, however.

Protection Zone for Passenger Cars Protection Zone for Trucks

ulation Results of Enhanced m to Orisinal A

Run
Control
Delay
(s/veh)

Average Cycle
Length (s)

Number of Vehicles in
the Dilemma Zone

Number of Vehicles in the
Dilemma Zone

Between 2.5 s and 3.5 s

Pass. Cars Trucks Pass. Cars Trucks

Original l6.l 74.1 193 t2 56 4

Enhanced 16.0 73.1 t69 l8 74 5
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The results of this analysis indicated that the changes to the protection zone for Stage 2

indicate that the enhancement may work at least as well as the original version. Therefore, the

enhancement was included in the "second generation" D-CS algorithm.

DISTRIBUTED COORDINATION CAPABILITIES

Initially, it was believed that D-CS might have the ability to "self-coordinate" intersections

due to it ability to detect arriving vehicles. However, D-CS does not possess the ability to end

phases other than the high-speed through phases, and even if it did, the travel time from the detector

traps to the stop line is too short to provide enough time to terminate other phases and return to the

high-speed through phases that it does control. Extension for platoons of vehicles does not
guarantee coordination downstream. A brief simulation exercise bore this out. If D-CS "self-
coordinates" two intersections, it is by chance, not by design.

As an alternative, a modification of D-CS could be made to operate within the existing
coordination structure to provide safer phase endings under some circumstances. Red-light violation
research has indicated that drivers who perceive that they are part of a platoon of vehicles will tend
to try to stay with that platoon, even if the phase changes in the middle of the platoon (8). This
phenomenon is a source of many red-light violations. In many cases, if the phase could have been

terminated a few seconds earlier (or a few seconds later), rather than at the specified time within the
coordinated cycle, the red-light violations could be avoided. D-CS could identify appropriate gaps

and be used to terminate coordinated phases early.

While the idea was promising, there are a series of challenges to this approach. First, the
controller must use an early-return-to-green feature anytime D-CS ends a phase early to maintain
the coordination of the phases. Even so, it may still be possible for D-CS to get the coordination
"out of step" with surrounding intersections. In addition, testing the idea was going to be difficult.
Theoretically, the simulation software could operate several intersections within its native
environment, allowing D-CS to operate only at an intersection of interest. The coordination
functions and simulated controllers within the simulation do not necessarily replicate the functions
of their real-world counterparts, and in any event could not communicate with the controller
connected to D-CS. Running several coordinated (and communicating) intersections would require
a single computer running a traffic simulator to be connected to multiple interconnected signal
cabinets, with the computer handling all of the vehicles in the network singlehandedly. Currently,
the single computer used for cabinet-in-the-loop, connected to one cabinet, uses approximately 99
percent of the available CPU cycles on the computer. Apart from requiring a data acquisition card
for each cabinet in the computer, and completely rewriting the software involved, the cabinets
themselves would have to be available, and the researchers do not have access to enough controller
cabinets to make the testing feasible. Finally, D-CS may not work with every controller in this way,
so extensive testing of combinations of controllers and functions would be required. These
considerations were far outside the scope and budget of this research.
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Therefore, adaptation of D-CS to run in a coordinated environment must be delayed for a

future development effort.

REAL.TIME REPORTING OF MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS

As originally designed, D-CS was already using a variety of data and inputs. For example,
it was monitoring the state of the phases it controlled (i.e., green, yellow, red). It needed to know
when the phase first changed to green so it could issue phase holds and reset its internal max timer.
It needed to know when detector calls arrived for the conflicting movements so it could start its max
timer. It needed to know when vehicles arrived at the detector trap in each lane, how fast they were
going, and how long they were. It needed to know when the controller had actually ended the phase
so it could turn off the ring force-offs and wait for the next green. While all of this information as

being used, it was not being stored or summarized so that it could be viewed and used to make
decisions or adjustments at the intersection.

The additional information that was selected for presentation included:

. green phase duration of D-CS controlled phases, by phase,
o conflicting movement waiting time for D-CS controlled phases, by phase,
o cycle length, by phase,
. number of times Stage 2 was used by D-CS, by phase,
. number of max outs, by phase,
. number of vehicles in the dilemma zone, by phase,
. entering volume, by approach and by lane, and
. average speed, by approach and by lane.

Adjusting D-CS to display this information was relatively simple. A new window was
provided that displays the various data elements. The user can reset the display if he or she wants
to restart the data collection for a specific time period (e.g., the morning peak period). The
information can be used immediately by the engineer or recorded and used for future decision
making.

STABILITY TESTING

Afterthe extensions were completed, the modified, "second generation" D-CS algorithm was
continuously exercised using the cabinet-in-the-loop facility for over 160 hours. This continuous
running was intended to ensure that the enhanced algorithm would be stable for extended periods
in the field.
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SUMMARY

The laboratory development effort resulted in a "second generation" D-CS c.ontrol algorithm
that can provide dilemma zone protection that was specifrc to each vehicle's type, used a modified
system to prevent max out during Stage 2, and provided real-time information to traffic engineers
about intersection operations. This "second generation" algorithm proved to be slightly better than
the original algorithm, and the oosecond generation" algorithm was extensively tested for stability
prior to field implementation.
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CHAPTER 3. FIELD IMPLEMENTATION AND STUDY

This section of the report details Phase 2 of the project, which was the field implementation

ofthe "second generation" D-CS algorithm. The "second generation" D-CS algorithm was deployed

at two intersections and studied using a before and after study design to determine the effectiveness
of the "second generation" algorithm in actual flreld operation. The first subsection describes the

basic study design, the second provides details aboutthe intersections where the "second generation"

D-CS algorithm was deployed, and the third subsection describes the results of the study.

FIELD STUDY DESIGN

The before and after study of the "second generation" D-CS algorithm consisted of
videotaping the intersections where field deployment occurred both before and after the deployment,
then determining the relevant measures of effectiveness from the videotape later in the laboratory.
Consistent with earlier studies, four hours of videotape were recorded for each approach controlled
by D-CS, both before and after deployment of the enhanced algorithm. (ó) The confrguration of the
cameras for the Gainesville site is shown in Figure 3-1. The Bellmead site did not have a raised or
depressed median, so the cameras were deployed on the roadside instead of in the median. The same

measurements were taken as for the Gainesville site for each camera.

The videotape for the before and after periods was recorded on weekdays, with the before
period collected the day before deployment ofthe "second generation" D-CS algorithm and the after
period collected the day of deployment. The videotape was recorded for the same hours of the day
for each period to avoid some of the time-related variations of traffic flows on highways and streets.

After the videotape was brought back to the laboratory, the videotape was reviewed by
researchers, and the following data were extracted from it:

controldelay,
cycle length,
totalvolume,
percent of vehicles stopping,
red-light violations, and
red-light violations by trucks.

These data were compared between the before and after periods to determine how effective the
"second generation" D-CS algorithm was compared to the original.

o
a
o
o
o
o
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FIGURE 3-1 Camera placement for before and after study.

The overall control delay at the intersection was important for determining the operational
benefits of the "second generation" D-CS algorithm. However, as indicated in Figure 3-1, the minor
street movements were out of sight of the cameras for the D-CS approaches, making it impossible
to estimate the control delay on those approaches from the videotape. Rather than videotape those
approaches, the control delay on the minor movements was estimated for 15 minutes of each hour
of videotape using the manual data collection method described in the Highway Capocity Manual
(10). Because only fifteen minutes of control delay data were collected on the side streets, only the
corresponding fifteen minutes of control delay for the major street movements was collected in the
laboratory.

The cycle length is an indication of both the total volume being served by the intersection
and how responsive the traffic signal is to serving arriving traffic. Because the traffic volumes
should be similar from one weekday to the next, the resulting cycle length should be an indication
how quickly traffic on all approaches are served. A longer cycle length after the "second
generation" D-CS algorithm is implemented should indicate that the signal is less responsive to its
minor movements.

The traffic volumes for all approaches were collected to be sure the before and after periods
were similar. The volumes were inputs for the control delay calculations and were being collected
in any event. Similarly, the number of vehicles stopping was also needed for the control delay
calculations. However, fewer vehicles stopping on the D-CS controlled approaches in the after

Minor street
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period is a possible indication of the "second generation" D-CS algorithm choosing better times to
end. If the o'second generation" D-CS algorithm had any truck priority effects, then there should be
a lower percentage of trucks being stopped.

Red-light violations are an indication of one or more factors, such:

inadequate yellow times,
incomplete dilemma zone protection,
frequent max outs, or
driver inattention or enor. (7)

There are also other factors that can lead to increased red-light violations, such as congestion
or poor signal visibility, but these factors were not present at the field deployment locations. The
primary concerns for this study were incomplete dilemma zone protection and frequent max outs,
both of which are under the control of the D-CS algorithm (in either form). The other factors listed
should be consistent between time periods and should not affect the outcome of the analysis.
Because a count of red-light violations can be affected by instantaneous volume variations, the
number of violations was normalized by the total arriving volume and the number of cycles (i.e., the
number of opportunities for red-light violations), as described by Bonneson, et al (7).

FIELD DEPLOYMENT SITES

The"second generation" D-CS algorithm was deployed at two of the existing D-CS sites in
Texas. The sites used are shown in Table 3-1. These sites were chosen based on proximity, ease
of modification, and having high truck volumes. The deployment consisted of downloading theo'second generation" version of the algorithm to the existing D-CS computers at these two sites and
activating it in place of the original software. No hardware modifrcations were necessary at either
site beyond normal maintenance.

After additional laboratory testing, it was decided to only run the "second generation" D-CS
algorithm during the data collection period, and then restore the original D-CS algorithm at the end
ofthe field test. The original D-CS algorithm had proved to be "bug free" during years of laboratory
and field operation, while the "second generation" D-CS algorithm might not be to that point yei.
Also, in case one of the enhancements did not work as expected in the field, a sub-optimul o. .u.n
hazardous control situation would not be left in place for any longer than absolutely necessary.

TABLE 3. ment lntersections for "Second Generationo' D-CS Alsorithm
lmplementation Site Nearest

City
Major Road Characteristics D-CS Installation

DateName ADT Percent Trucks
u.s.82 &"F.M.3092 Gainesville u.s.82 20,000 17 June 2003

U.S. 84 & Williams Rd. Bellmead u.s. 84 20,000 l7 October 2003
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Each of the deployment sites are described in detail in the following subsections. In each
case, the D-CS detection shown in Figure l-6 is present on both major road approaches but are not
shown in the intersection diagrams.

U.S.82 and F.M. 3092, Gainesville, Texas

The intersection of U.S. Highway 82 and Texas Farm-to-Market (F.M.) Road 3092 (the
Gainesville site) is shown in Figure 3-2. U.S. 82 is a principal arterial for the region and the major
road at this intersection, and F.M. 3092 is a rural collector. The fourth leg of the intersection is a
local road. The intersection has protected only left turn phasing for U.S. 82, and the two minor road
approaches are split phased (i.e., all movements on the local road proceed, and then all movements
on F.M. 3092 proceed). The through and left turn movements on U.S. 82 have 60 ft long inductance
loops for presence detection at the stop line, while the two minor road approaches are equipped with
video detection. The approach speed limit on U.S. 82 is 55 mph.

D-CS was installed at the Gainesville site in June 2003. Compared to the original detection
design, the original D-CS algorithm reduced crashes by 6 percent, red light violations by about 30
percent for all vehicles, and red-light violations by trucks by about 50 percent. (6¡ Deployment of
the "second generation" D-CS algorithm occurred during May 2006.

Note the yellow time for the D-CS controlled phases. The yellow time had been 4.0 s when
D-CS was originally installed, and later reduced 3.0 s at an unknown date, possibly as a result of a
typographical error during data entry on the master computer containing signal timings for the
district. According to one widely-used source, the Institute ofTransportation Engineers' equations,
at least 5.0 s of yellow should be used at this location. (11)
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F'IGURE 3-2 GaÊnesville Ð-CS tnstallatËan Site.

U"S.84 snd Witliaxns Roed, Belknead, Texes
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Bellmead Site
U.S. 84 & Williams Road

F'IGURE 3-3 Bellmead D-CS Installation Site"

Ð-CS was insËaËEed aÊ thc BelËmead site i¡r tctober 2ûû3, conourreertly with signalizatio¡e of
tiee intersecÊion. Ðecause atraffrc signal was ncÉpresentbefore Ð-CS instatrtraiion, abef,ore and after
study was not possibie aÉ this location at that time" ÐepåCIyfixent of the o'second generation" Ð-CS
algoritltm occ¡.¡rred at this siæ in "fuly Ztû6.

¡-¡gT,Ð X}EPLSYMENT STITT}Y RESULTS

The fiefd dæ€a coËlected in the before and afcer sÉudy are shawn in Table 3-2" l¡t spi.te of
recording boeh the before and after periods at €he same times cf day, the Gainesville site showed a
i5 percenË increase i$ traffqc voåume durislg Êi:e after period. This large inerease makes Éhe
eonaparisotl betrveen the before and after perlocis diffisuit r.esing Ëhe rai., data. T!:e tsellncead site
showed tirat \! illiar¡rs Roa<! {the minor streeÊ} had a 14 perceÊt decrease in traffie fr*m the before
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period to the after period. Also, only one red-light violator was seen at the Bellmead site during
the entire study, so a red-light violation comparison was not possible at this intersection.

Notes: 1- Major road through volumes for entire four hour period.
2- Combined volumes of all minor movements: major road left-turns + all minor street movements
3- Percent trucks (i.e., all vehicles longer than 25 ft) for the major road through movements
4- Major road through vehicles only
5- All vehicles (passenger cars + trucks) stopping for the major road through movements
6- All trucks (vehicles longer than 25 ft) stopping for the major road through movements
7- All vehicles (passenger cars + trucks) that are red-light violators for the major road through movements
8- All trucks (vehicles longer than 25 ft) that are red-light violators for the major road through movements

Because of the differences in volume between the before and after periods, the collected data
were norrnalized to reduce the effects of volume. The normalized results are shown in Table 3-3.

AB LE3-2 Field Data Collection Durins tselbre-Alïer

Site Time
Period

Volume
Percent
Trucks3

Vehicles Stoppinga Red-Light Violations

Major
Road

Throught

All Minor
Movements2

Major
Roads

Major
Road

Trucks6

Ail? Truckst

Gainesville Before 5588 764 t5.7 464 40 23 t4

After 6408 880 19.9 483 42 26 l6

Bellmead Before 3524 704 18.4 94 7 0 0

After 3592 608 l5.9 ll5 10 I
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ABLE 3-3 Normalized Data From Before-After St

Site Time
Period

Intersection
Control
Delay

(s/veh)t

Average
Cycle

Length
(s)'

Percent Vehicles
Stoppin93

Red-Light Violations
(violators/l 0000 veh-cycles)6

Major
Roada

Major Road
Truckss

AllT Truckss

Gainesville Before 15.62 73.6 8.3 4.5 t.34 3.21

After 15.15 76.2 1a 3.3 1.37 2.61

Bellmead Before 3.6s 84.7 2.7 1.0 0.00 0.00

After 3.80 94.9 3.2 1.6 0.06 0.06

Notes: l- Average for all intersection movements for entire four hour period.
2- Average cycle length based on D-CS data.

3- Major road through vehicles only
4- All vehicles (passenger cars + trucks) stopping for the major road through movements
5- All trucks (vehicles longer than 25 ft) stopping for the major road through movements
6- Normalized per 10,000 veh-cycles as described by Bonneson et al. (7)
7- All vehicles (passenger cars + trucks) that are redJight violators for the major road through movements
8- All trucks (vehicles longer than 25 ft) that are red-light violators for the major road through movements

As stated previously, the Gainesville site was the first site to receive the "second generation"
D-CS algorithm, consisting of separate car and truck protection zones, modified Stage 2, and real-
time measures of effectiveness (MOEs). Table 3-3 indicates that the overall control delay decreased
by about 3 percent in spite of a l5 percent increase in traffic volume in the after period. The average
cycle length increased slightly due to somewhat longer major street green phases. These were the
phases controlled by D-CS, indicating that the "second generation" D-CS algorithm was
compensating forthe increase in volume. The percent of vehicles stopping also decreased from the
before period to the after period.

However, the number of red-light violations increased at the Gainesville site for both all
vehicles and for trucks. After normalizingfor total volume and number of cycles, truck violations
decreased but passenger car violations increased, nearly cancelling each other out. Observation of
red-light violators in the after period also indicated that they were occurring somewhat farther from
the intersection than in the before period. This increase was due to a combination of three factors.
First, the traffic volume increased by l5 percent in the after period, resulting in higher exposure for
arriving trafhc. Second, the "second generation" D-CS algorithm was shortening the protection
zone, which could increase red-light violations if drivers misjudge the amount of yellow time
available. Third, the very short yellow time at the Gainesville site (3.0 s) was actually shorter than
the downstream end of the shortened protection zone in the "second generation" D-CS algorithm
(3.5 s from the intersection). Combined, these three factors were responsible for the increase in red-
light violations observed in the after period.
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The second and third factors together revealed an unforseen issue relating to the shorter
protection zone in Stage 2. In this case, 0.5 s of the approach was not protected during Stage 2 and
was farther away from the intersection than the length of the yellow. A driver at that point could
not either safely proceed through the intersection (i.e., that driver would enter the intersection on
red) and was too close to stop without entering the intersection. Moreover, the drivers probably also
expected that the yellow would be long enough for them to reach the intersection before the start of
red. The short yellow and the reduction in the protection zone size were therefore combining to
violate driver expectancy. D-CS was designed to use whatever settings were commonly employed
in the controller, including whatever yellow times were selected. (1) Unfortunately, there was no
way to predict all of the combinations of yellow times and D-CS protection zones that might be
used, so the shortened protection zone in Stage 2 could unintentionally result in increased risk to
motorists. Even though the overall increases in red-light violations were not large, it was decided
to not proceed with the shortened protection zone in Stage 2 in future fìeld deployments because of
the additional risk involved.

The Bellmead site received the second field implementation, this time with a modified
algorithm that used only the separate car and truck protection zones and the real-time MOEs. The
results are also shown in Table 3-3. A small increase in control delay and percent of vehicles
stopping occurred in the after period. The reason for these increases was that vehicles on Williams
Road stopped somewhat larger platoons on U.S. 84 in the after period. The increase in cycle length
was due to lower minor movement volumes and the resulting "dwell" periods. No delay occurs in
those "dwell" periods, so there was very liule change to average control delay. There were no red-
light violators in the before period and only one after, so an assessment of red-light violations was
not possible. Note that the D-CS controlled phases had a yellow time of 5.0 s at the Bellmead site.
This length of yellow might help explain why there were essentially no red-light violators.

SUMMARY

The field deployment of the "second generation" D-CS algorithm indicated that the control
delay of the intersections was not significantly affected by the changes made in the algorithm.
Additionally, the percent of vehicles stopped did not change significantly, and the cycle length
changes were due to factors beyond the control of the D-CS algorithm. The reasons forthe increase
in red-light violations at the Gainesville site has been discussed previously. The results were
somewhat mixed; however, because the field conditions could not be tightly controlled, this situation
was not entirely unexpected. It is likely that the laboratory analysis was correct, but because of
noise in the field data, it could not be readily observed. Either more intersections or more time at
each intersection (or both) would have been necessary to conclusively show the benefits of the
"second generation" D-CS algorithm in the field.

The field deployment proved to be useful in illustrating the value of field testing of any new
control scheme. The laboratory testing indicated that the modified Stage 2 protection zones would
increase efficiency without compromising intersection safety. However, experience at the
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(

Gainesville site showed that the laboratory results were only valid if the yellow time were at least

3.5 s. As a result, the modified Stage 2 protection zones were removed from the "second
generation" D-CS algorithm.
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The result of this project is a "second generation" D-CS algorithm that can provide more
effective dilemma zone protection for trucks in the traffic stream. The laboratory results indicate
that the best D-CS protection zone for trucks extends from 7.5 s from the intersection to 2.0 s from
the intersection, while retaining the existing passenger car protection zone from 6.0 s from the
intersection to 2.0 s from the intersection. The field deployment indicated that the laboratory
findings were likely valid, although more fìeld data would be necessary to confirm the findings.

The proposed enhancement that shortened the protection zone during Stage 2 rather than
allow one passenger vehicle to be in the protection zone at the end of the phase showed promise in
the laboratory. However, field deployment revealed a situation where motorist risk might be

increased. Shortening the protection zone may yet be a worthwhile enhancement, but further
research would be necessary. At this time, the use of any sort of protection zone reduction with
D-CS is not recommended.

The real-time reporting of measures of effectiveness is a useful addition for individuals
monitoring an intersection in real time. In terms of the performance of the algorithm, it had no
operational effects.

The "second generation" D-CS algorithm still has room for additional development. For
example, the extension to major-major intersections and interchanges could not be implemented
within the budget of this project. Similarly, adaptation of D-CS for use in coordinated signal
systems could not be implemented within the project budget. The protection zone increase for
trucks still requires additional field verification, although simulation indicates thatthe 1.5 s increase
is the optimal amount. Additional field studies would be necessary to completely confirm the
laboratory findings. Finally, it was not possible to perform a safety study within the time frame of
the project. Several years of operation using the "second generation" D-CS algorithm would be
necessary to acquire enough safety data to determine its effectiveness.
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